
RECOMMENDED TOURS

GREECE
Embark on Mythical Journeys on Greece’s Must-See Tours 

through Athens, Crete, Mykonos, & Santorini.



PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND TOURS BASED ON AVAILABILITYPRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND TOURS BASED ON AVAILABILITY

Take a scenic drive along the “Athenian Riviera” to Cape Sounion, passing through picturesque 
Glyfada, Vouliagmeni, and Varkiza. At Cape Sounion, explore the ancient Temple of Poseidon, 
built in 444-440 BC, perched above the Aegean Sea. With your private guide, delve into 
fascinating facts and details about Poseidon and his temple on this 4-hour journey. Immerse 
yourself in history and breathtaking views!
Non-guided tour also available

Explore Athens with a 4-hour private car and driver! Visit the enchanting Anglican and Russian 
churches, marvel at the ancient Olympic Stadium, Kallimarmaron, and the Royal Palace. 
Admire the stunning Temple of Zeus, Hadrian’s Arch, and the iconic Acropolis complete with 
its amazing museum. Don’t forget to visit Ancient Agora and the Constitution!
Non-guided tour also available

A captivating 4.5-hour journey along the scenic Saronic Gulf coast to the Corinth Canal, offering 
breathtaking views. Explore the ancient town of Corinth, showcasing rich historical remains like the 
expansive agora and the 6th-century BC Temple of Apollo. Discover the significance of Corinth, where 
St. Paul lived and preached for two years. On your return to Athens, make a brief stop at the ancient port 
of Cehries, where St. Paul disembarked. Immerse yourself in history and stunning landscapes!
Guided tours also available.....

Starting at $675 for 2

Starting at $690 for 2

Starting at $445 for 2

HALF DAY ATHENS CITY TOUR WITH GUIDE

WITH GUIDE Embark on a captivating 4-hour journey in Athens! Start at your hotel, taking the 
New Metro adorned with antiquities and modern art to the New Acropolis Museum. Explore 
this world-renowned museum before strolling along the picturesque Acropolis hill. Descend 
to the charming old district, Plaka, and return to your hotel with a 10-minute walk or use the 
Subway. Immerse yourself in Athens’ rich history and modern allure!

Starting at $500 for 2

HALF DAY ATHENS WALKING CITY TOUR FROM ATHENS

HALF DAY CAPE SOUNION WITH GUIDE 

HALF DAY CORINTH

WALKING TOUR. Take an unforgettable 4-hour journey through 3000 years of history. Explore 
the remarkable milestones of an influential town with an experienced, licensed guide. Discover 
how this town has impacted the world and left lasting impressions on its people. Experience a 
unique path as you are welcomed to the past and familiarized with the present.

Starting at $445 for 2

PRIVATE 3000 YEARS OF HISTORY AROUND THE ACROPOLIS ROCK

RECOMMENDED TOURS
ATHENS
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WINE TASTING. This 4-hour tour heads first to explore the mighty Acropolis on foot. Later, we 
head to our Greek ancient wine cellar, where you’ll learn about the history of winemaking in 
Greek culture and get a hands-on experience of the region’s traditional wines. You’ll enjoy the 
flavors and aromas of Greek wines while learning more about the culture and heritage behind 
a glass of the finest wines. 

Starting at $725 for 2

PRIVATE A VISIT OF THE ACROPOLIS – DANCE AS ALL THE GREEKS DO 

Indulge in a 4-hour luxury tour of Athens! Your licensed guide, with a luxury car, will lead you 
through the National Archaeological Museum, the world’s largest, showcasing over 20,000 
exhibits spanning Greek civilization. Cruise through the City center, visit the historic Olympic 
stadium, and uncover the secrets of the Acropolis—the world’s most important monument. 
Immerse yourself in history and elegance on this half-day adventure!

Starting at $770 for 2

PRIVATE ANCIENT ATHENS TOUR

WINE TASTING. This 4-hour tour heads first to explore the mighty Acropolis on foot. Later, we 
head to our Greek ancient wine cellar, where you’ll learn about the history of winemaking in 
Greek culture and get a hands-on experience of the region’s traditional wines. You’ll enjoy the 
flavors and aromas of Greek wines while learning more about the culture and heritage behind 
a glass of the finest wines. Available with visit to Acropolis

Starting at $705 for 2

PRIVATE SKIP THE LINE – ANCIENT ATHENS AND FOOD TOUR

Begin your 8-hour journey from Athens to Delphi on the National Highway, passing Thebes 
and Levadia. When you arrive at Delphi, explore its ancient history. Visit the Archaeological 
Museum, containing treasured artifacts from the past, and the sacred Springs of Castalia. 
Soak up the spiritual atmosphere of the place considered to be the center of the world in 
antiquity, the spot where heaven and earth met.
Non-guided tour also available Starting at $945 for 2

FULL DAY DELPHI WITH GUIDE
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This 7-hour day trip takes visitors through the stunning central region of Crete, starting 
with a beautiful photo point at the top of a mountain showcasing the majestic Cretan 
Sea, Libyan Sea and two different plateaus. From here, we’ll explore fascinating myths and 
discover more about Crete’s vibrant local life. Expect a day filled with beautiful sights and 
fascinating tales.

Starting at $820 for 2

LASSITHI PLATEAU & DICTAEAN CAVE

Take a drive down the coastal road and explore the Mediterranean town of Rethymnon 
on this 7-hour tour. You can explore the Venetian fortress, the old harbor, and the various 
monuments within the old town. Wander the unique Renaissance architecture and take in the 
historic cityscape of Rethymnon. Enjoy a short tour to experience the city’s many wonders.

Starting at $1,205 for 2

GUIDED TOUR TO RETHYMNON AND FREE TIME

Uncover the essence of ancient Greece at the Palace of Knossos, the Minoan civilization’s 
largest and most spectacular palace. Immerse yourself in the legend of the Minotaur as 
you explore the maze of rooms adorned with ancient frescoes, reflecting life since 1900 
B.C. Journey through the East Wing’s rooms and workshops, discovering the fascinating 
connection to the mythological Labyrinth. Join us for a captivating 4-hour exploration of 
history and myth!

Starting at $995 for 2

PRIVATE TOUR TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE OF KNOSSOS

Set off from the picturesque Plaka in Mirabello Bay in a fishing boat and make your way 
to the small, uninhabited island of Spinalonga. Initially forming part of the island of Crete, 
this small islet became a Venetian fortress, before being transformed to a leper colony in 
1903. Prepare to be mesmerized by the history and beauty of this mysterious place as you 
set sail on this incredible 5-6-hour tour.

Starting at $1,025

SPINALONGA, AGIOS NIKOALOS, MONASTERY OF KERA & VILLAGE OF KRISTA

RECOMMENDED TOURS
AMALFI COAST
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An 8-hour journey along Mirabello Bay to Sitia, a charming coastal town rich in history. 
Originally built by Venetians, Sitia withstood earthquakes, pirate attacks, and Turkish invasions. 
Today, it retains its authentic character and offers a glimpse into Cretan heritage. Explore 
Sitia or its archaeological museum before heading to the impressive Monastery Toplou, 
showcasing centuries-old architecture and monk life. Continue to Vai, renowned for its vast 
palm forest and stunning sandy beach—the largest palm forest in Crete. Immerse yourself in 
history, landscapes, and natural beauty on this full-day adventure!

Starting at $1,385 for 2

SITIA, MONASTERY TOPLOU, AND PALM BEACH OFVAI

Explore the Palace of Knossos and revel in the timeless spirit of ancient Greece on this 
8-hour tour. Step into a world of mythology and marvel at the labyrinthine architecture 
and colorful frescoes. Step back in time and be aware of the mythology of the Minotaur, 
said to be locked up in the depths of the palace. Feel a sense of grandeur as you take in 
the sights, sounds and secrets of a lost civilization.

Starting at $1,335 for 2

PALACE OF KNOSSOS, ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, HERAKLION, & CRETAN LUNCH

Travel back in time to ancient Greece on this 8-hour tour at the Palace of Knossos, the 
largest and most magnificent palace of the Minoan civilization. The Minotaur, a mythical 
creature that is part-man and part-bull, is believed to reside in the heart of the palace. 
Discover the maze of rooms and corridors adorned with ancient frescoes, capturing the 
timeless spirit of this fascinating civilization. Continue for a visit to a village of the wine 
district and participate in a wine tasting.

Starting at $1,230 for 2

KNOSSOS/WINE TASTING/HERAKLION
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Take a 5-hour trip to Delos, the sacred island of Apollo and Artemis - an important political 
and religious center in Ancient Greece. Get a guide before boarding the ferry for a 30-minute 
boat ride to experience this mythical island. Feel the history and wander around the ancient 
ruins, discovering its fascinating past. Listen to intriguing stories from the guide as you make 
your way around the unique landscape. A trip to Delos is a must for anyone looking for a 
unique adventure. 

NON-GUIDED TOURS ALSO AVAILALBE Starting at $885 for 2

DELOS HALF DAY PRIVATE TOUR WITH GUIDE AND TRANSPORTATION

Starting at $735 for 2

Enjoy an unforgettable 4- hours exploration of Mykonos in a luxurious vehicle! Visit stunning 
beaches, iconic sites, and charming villages to get a true feel for the island. We’ll take you 
to Mykonos Town to explore its winding cobblestone alleyways and Ano Mera, the second 
largest village, where you’ll get to sample some delicious local delicacies, marvel at its 
small chapels, and explore its typical Cycladic-style homes. Prepare to be enchanted!

FULL-DAY AND GUIDED TOURS ARE ALSO AVAILALBE

MYKONOS ISLAND HALF DAY TOUR WITHOUT GUIDE 

RECOMMENDED TOURS
MYKONOS
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Experience a 4- hour journey of senses in the bustling towns of Fira and Firostefani. Discover 
the local flavors of Greek cuisine, hidden alleyways, and awe-inspiring views throughout the 
two towns. Our walking tour will start in Firostefani and end in Fira, while enjoying the culinary 
delights along the way. Join us and fill your belly with the delicious secrets of Greek cuisine!
Private tour also available

Starting at $385 for 2

EAT & WALK SANTORINI FOOD TOUR – SHARED

Experience a 4- hour journey of senses in the bustling towns of Fira and Firostefani. Discover 
the local flavors of Greek cuisine, hidden alleyways, and awe-inspiring views throughout the 
two towns. Our walking tour will start in Firostefani and end in Fira, while enjoying the culinary 
delights along the way. Join us and fill your belly with the delicious secrets of Greek cuisine!
Private tour also available

Starting at $410 for 2

SEMI PRIVATE WINERY TOUR – VISITING 3 WINERIES

WITHOUT TICKETS FOR AKROTIRI EXCAVATIONS An unforgettable 6-6.5-hour adventure in 
Santorini! Let our expert driver guide you through the island’s must-see spots and hidden gems, just 
like a local friend would. Explore Pyrgos Traditional Village, Akrotiri’s prehistoric city excavation, Vilchada 
Beach with white volcanic cliffs, Perivolos black sand beach, and Megalochori Traditional Village. 
Experience the beauty of Santorini stress-free, leaving the driving to us. Join us for a personalized, 
small-group tour to uncover the highlights and secrets of this stunning island! Starting at $425 for 2

SEMI PRIVATE ISLAND TOUR WINE TASTING FOOD PAIRING

Enjoy a peaceful 5-hour cruise around Santorini on board our luxurious catamaran. We’ll sail 
from Vlychada Port across the caldera and stopping at Red Beach, White Beach and nearby 
Hot Springs, perfect for swimming and snorkeling. Keep your camera ready to capture the 
picturesque caldera and the incredible sunset that awaits us at the end of our journey. Get 
ready for a one-of-a-kind experience!
Private and day cruises also available

Customize your Santorini experience with our flexible tour option. Plan stress-free sightseeing 
by sharing your preferences, and we’ll create a personalized itinerary tailored to your interests. 
Our expert team will provide valuable advice to help craft your ideal 4-hour tour. Choose 
from suggested options like Akrotiri Excavation, traditional villages, wineries, and Vlihada 
Beach. Make your Santorini visit uniquely yours!

Starting at $440 for 2

Starting at $610 for 2

SHARED CATAMARAN LAGOON SUNSET CRUISE

TAILOR MADE SANTORINI ISLAND TOUR

RECOMMENDED TOURS
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WITH GUIDE Experience a private 4-hour tour where you can immerse yourself in the history of the 15th-
century Pyrgos Traditional Village, one of the island’s well-preserved castle ruins, built by the Venetians. 
Witness the prehistoric city of Akrotiri excavation, one of the most significant archaeological sites in 
Greece. Embark on a unique journey into the past and discover the civilization of the Aegean through 
the remnants of the ancient city. A must-see when visiting Santorini. Starting at $955 for 2

WITH WINE TASTING AND FOOD PAIRING Discover the charm on this  4 to 4.5-hour private tour in 
Santorini, exploring Pyrgos Traditional Village—a 15th-century Venetian castle ruin—and discovering 
Megalochori Traditional Village, dating back to the 17th century. Enjoy a light meal featuring Greek 
dishes paired with wine tasting at one of Santorini’s finest wineries, guided by an expert sommelier. 
Immerse yourself in Santorini’s history, flavors, and beauty on this personalized journey!

Starting at $710 for 2

PRIVATE TOUR TWO TRADITIONAL VILLAGES AND WINERY

Discover the oldest vineyards in Europe on a Santorini Wine Tasting Tour. Explore two 
uniquely designed wineries, immersing yourself in the magic of Santorini Volcanic Wines. 
Indulge in the flavors and true spirit of Santorini Assyrtico wine, expertly paired with local 
delicious plates. Book now for an unforgettable 4-hour experience!

Starting at $670 for 2

HALF DAY WINERY – SHARED 

PRIVATE HISTORICAL & TRADITIONAL ISLAND TOUR & AKROTIRI EXCAVATIONS

Discover the wonders of Akrotiri’s Bronze Age settlement, where fine arts are showcased in 
mesmerizing fresco murals. Learn the history of Santorini as you later head to picturesque 
Perivolos Beach. After your guide leaves you to enjoy lunch at a charming fish taverna, 
spend the rest of your time swimming on the renowned black sand beach. A 4-hour 
journey of history, art, and relaxation awaits!

Starting at $915 for 2

AKROTIRI MINOAN EXCAVATIONS AND PERIVOLOS 

Explore the ruins of the Dorian city, Thera, established over 3,000 years ago atop Mesa Vuno. 
Then, head to Mesa Gonia to see the significant Byzantine monument, the Episcopi church. 
These intriguing sites offer an insight into Greece’s rich history and culture, allowing visitors 
to experience the country’s ancient past firsthand. Don’t miss the chance to see these 
awe-inspiring landmarks on your visit to Santorini.

Starting at $835 for 2

ARCHAIC AND MEDIEVAL SANTORINI PRIVATE TOUR (3 ½ HOURS)
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CLICK HERE TO EXPLORE NOW

OR SCAN HERE

Whether you visit one country or more, you can 
choose from our collection of hand-picked 

tours and discover picture-perfect sights 
and memorable moments.

LOOKING FOR MORE RECOMMENDATIONS THROUGHOUT EUROPE?

EXPLOREEUROPE


